
 

 

 

<Manager’s Name>,  
  
I would like to attend DynamicsCon LIVE, a community conference hosted by Dynamics User 
Group (DUG). This event will help me gain greater efficiency and a deeper understanding of the 
products and tools we are currently using/may consider implementing down the road. DUG 
combines valuable education with a fun and approachable theme that helps individuals like myself 
get the most out of the event. I know you will have questions about this event. Below are the event 
details for DynamicsCon LIVE.  
  
May 13 - 16, 2024, in Denver, CO – The DUG Team has once again sounded the call and asked 
for all the Dynamics 365, Dynamics GP, and Power Platform superheroes worldwide to join forces 
at DynamicsCon LIVE to engage in 1:1 help from product experts and Microsoft MVPs, 
networking, educational sessions, and Partner/ISV showcases.  
  
I’m able to get Early Bird pricing at $1,000 if I order my ticket by October 31st. This ticket 
includes access to over 250 sessions, breakfast, lunch, and 2 evening social receptions. 
 
Rooms are $199 per night + room tax at the Denver Marriott Tech Center. 
  

This conference is 3 days of focused training and access to veteran product experts in all areas 
of Dynamics 365 like: Finance & Supply Chain, Business Central, Customer Engagement, and 
Dynamics GP. These experts of D365 will come to the rescue outside of the classroom to help 
answer questions and network one-on-one throughout the conference and beyond. There is even 
the potential for soft skills training this year. 
   
Imagine all of this in one location, saving our company countless hours of effort. The cost to 
send one member of our team to join over 1000 attendees is well worth the engagement with 
community.   
   
Please consider allowing me to attend DynamicsCon LIVE to show you just how much our 
company will benefit from it!   
  
Tickets are selling quickly, and I would like to secure my place before the event is sold out.  
  
Thank you for your support and consideration.  

https://live.dynamicscon.com/
https://live.dynamicscon.com/learn/
https://live.dynamicscon.com/
https://live.dynamicscon.com/

